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There are tables showing the variables in the design of synchronous machines

and a table of operations and sample calculations for ascertaining perform-

ance of a J-hp. induction motor. The "digital approach" and its advantage

over hand computations is discussed.

Discussion, pro and con, by Robert L. Fillmore and C G. Veinott is

followed with a rebuttal by Saunders.
A. R. Cock
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Numerical Analysis Research, UCLA.—Numerical Analysis Research, UCLA, is con-

tinuing much of the research program of the Institute for Numerical Analysis (INA) of the

National Bureau of Standards; INA was disbanded on 30 June 1954 {MTAC, v. 8, p. 178].

The new organization, administered by the UCLA Mathematics Department, will re-

ceive support from the Office of Naval Research and the Office of Ordnance Research. Its

primary mission includes pertinent fundamental research in mathematics and science and

research in the application of computers to problems occurring in science and other applied

fields. It will be aided in attaining these objectives by the use of the National Bureau of

Standards Western Automatic Computer (SWAC) and other equipment which has been

loaned to UCLA. In addition, the new organization has the use of INA's library. Most of the

research staff of INA has joined the new organization.

The organization offers a training program in the efficient application of high-speed

digital computers. A number of graduate assistantships offered in cooperation with various

university departments are available each year. Seminars, and formal and informal courses

in numerical analysis are conducted.

Correspondence should be addressed to :

Numerical Analysis Research

University of California

405 Hilgard Avenue

Los Angeles 24, California

OTHER AIDS TO COMPUTATION

A Useful Technique in Programming for
Analog Computers

In programming for analog computers programmers have found certain

types of linear differential equations difficult to handle even with the use of

arbitrary function generators. In this paper a technique is presented which

enables the analog computer to solve a heretofore difficult set of problems.

The technique, while most useful in linear problems, is also useful in other

problems. In many cases the technique will reduce the sensitivity of the

solution to noise.

Let us consider the general ordinary differential equation

(l) f(y,y',y",---,x) = 0

with the parametric transformation

(2) 4>(x,x,x, • • -,t) = 0.
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One sets up feedback circuits to generate x and functions of x and uses

these to generate y. In the case <p = x — t = 0 one gets the usual setup.

The special case <f> = x ± eat = 0 has several advantages in certain cases.

Two examples following show its use :

Consider the equation

(3) (2x1 + x)y> -j. (3x-i + x-io)y = 2x-46.

For x > 1, let x = el. Then one gets

(4) y m f>-46< - y(3e~-u + e-10í)]/(l + 2e~"3)

which is easy to set up, generating the exponentials in individual integrator-

pot-amplifier loops. Of course, one plots y against e', not t.

An example for which this technique is useful in a non-linear equation is

the following:

(5) Ay" + By' + Çy*r*>» = 0.

Let v = dy/dx and let y = e'. Then dx/dt = e'/v and thus (5) becomes

(6) i) = ae' + ßv-1 exp (§/ - De~'),

where

a =- B/A,    ß =- C/A,

which can be generated without the use of special function generators.

A parametric substitution as in the above examples can frequently

eliminate or considerably reduce the need for special function generators.

Other parameterizations can be used, but that which is best can only be

determined by an investigation of the specific problem under consideration.

J. E. Maxfield
Naval Ordnance Test Station

China Lake, California
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168.—A Practical Refutation of the Iteration Method for the
Algebraic Eigenproblem. In the second part of my paper on algebraic

eigenproblems21 have proved that the computation by means of the forma-

tion of the characteristic equation requires less computational work than the

iteration method, and that this holds even when nothing but the first eigen-

value has to be calculated. This advantage grows with every accessory eigen-

value or vector. Further one has no trouble with deflation which requires a

lot of multiplications. Also one can compute every eigenvalue and vector

apart from the others, and do this to any desired accuracy, by the more

powerful methods for algebraic equations. At last, there arise no difficulties

from an unfavorable quotient of the two dominant eigenvalues.

The reason these facts are not yet universally acknowledged is that the

iteration method seems to be simpler and more mechanical in its application.

But one has to consider that iteration does not converge quickly enough in

practice, unless the quotient of the two dominant eigenvalues is \ or less.

This last will be rarely the case. For the eigenvalues must lie somewhere

between two circles around the origin in the complex plane. The radius of


